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INTRODUCTION

In this exhibition, the public is exposed to photographs collected over a period of 

six decades; had they not been preserved in state archives and in the collection of 

the Meitar family, they might have disappeared or been forgotten. From intensive 

research of Jewish photography in Israel, we are aware of how important, interesting 

and culturally relevant this material is, particularly now, sixty years after its creation. 

This exhibition and the catalogue accompanying it teach us about the years during 

which we were silent; it shows us the process of development needed before we 

were able to address the difficult questions of our existence here and also about the

continuum of Israeli photography as it responded to local history.

The historiography of Israeli photography with its different research approaches 

from impressionistic models – some of them based on the biographies of 

photographers – through aesthetic, formalistic models, continuing on through various 

cultural and social models, can be placed sequentially from the first appearance of

Jewish photography in Eretz-Israel at the beginning of the 20th century up to at 

least the 1960’s.1 In this historiography, Beno Rothenberg is well recognized as both  

a photographer and as the editor of photographic books. 

Up until the 1970’s, photography was looked at within theories of universal 

forms and artistic values.2 In the 1980’s, a new, more “realistic” view of the medium 

emerged. Theoretical articles on art, film, popular culture, literature, feminism and

politics began to influence the study of photography and its interpretation. It was no

longer possible to ignore the fact that the medium reflected social changes, political

attitudes and social revisions. The theoretical literature that was written examined 

photography not only from the aspect of form and structure but also in relation to 

its social function. The new theoretical approaches uncovered the relativism and the 

multiplicity of meanings that it offered. Changes in the world of photography have 

thrown light on social changes; nevertheless, we can not ignore the contribution of 

outstanding individual artists or creativity in the frame of artistic genres. 

This article was also written within an interdisciplinary approach that considers 
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photography an associative medium anchored in the culture in which it is created 

together with its being a visual means of self expression. 

Between 1945-1967, the years in which Beno Rothenberg’s work stood out, the 

range of Israeli photography reflected the dominant political aims of the Zionist

movement and the influence of its activities on the national landscape of Israel:

building and development, urban and rural settlement in various areas of the country, 

demographic changes, expressions of relationships with “others” (British and Arabs) 

– this in addition to universally aesthetic observations of the human condition and 

the natural surroundings of the country. Among the photographs shown in public, 

the works that stood out emerged from both the central and marginal areas in a 

geographic, political and demographic sense. Certain places, actions and populations 

gained more attention than others that were less publicly exposed. Yet, a fresh glance 

at collections and archives reveals the existence of another viewpoint which directs 

attention to the peripheral and the “other.” 

Rothenberg, one of the outstanding and major photographers of the nascent 

state and during the first decade of its existence, helped to set a course in our visual

collective memory. During this period, he made a sizable contribution to the creation 

of an Israeli iconography, working as an independent photographer, as well as 

authoring books of his own photography and editing photographic books on cardinal 

nationalistic subjects.3 In addition to these, we should point out the distinctive 

Rothenberg collections in the state archives and the Meitar collection, which include 

significant photos from 1948 that have rarely been seen until today.

It is possible that Beno Rothenberg’s photojournalistic work was significantly

influenced by critical opinions and models that appeared in the international press.

For example, we can learn from the letter sent in 1949 from New York by Nahum Tim 

Gidal4 to Moshe Perlman, at the time head of the Israel government’s Department 

of Information:5 Gidal suggests coming to Israel for three weeks to hold a seminar 

of a very select group – three or four at the most – of young people to teach them 

photojournalism. He writes that the quality of the photographs coming out of Israel 
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to New York was not good enough to be used in the international press, other than 

those of Beno Rothenberg…Life magazine was looking for photo shots to accompany 

a story on the Negev, but from all of the material sent to New York, not a single story 

was printed because of the poor quality of the photographs.6 

A DUAL VIEW 

Beno Rothenberg arrived in Eretz Israel from Germany in 1933 at the age of 19; as  

a youth, he chose to pursue his education. When he was 22, he was drafted into 

the nomadic Jerusalem unit of the Hagana under the command of Itzhak Sade, 

and according to Rothenberg, they became friends. At the outbreak of World 

War II, he enlisted in the British army and served in the intelligence unit of the 

British air force. During the Independence War, he accompanied Itzhak Sade who 

commanded the armored brigade – the 8th regiment – and photographed moments  

of major significance in the war such as operation Yoav, operation Danny and others.

Subsequently, he served as a photographer in the unit that provided maps and 

photographs.7 In 1949, he began as a photojournalist and edited various photographic 

books. Later, his professional and academic development led him to a career as 

an archeologist and researcher. Until he turned exclusively to the occupation of 

archeology, his camera caught most of the proceedings that characterized the 

establishment of Israel’s foundation in the first decade of statehood: the war of 1948

and its regional consequences, immigration, the hardships of absorption, building  

and development; in the background were ancient landscapes that were both 

prophetic and served to remind one of the magnitude of their historical silence.

As a young intellectual, Rothenberg belonged to a group of photographers that 

eventually created a large body of work. Most of them who worked in an independent 

or institutional framework in the first ten years of the state, began their professions 

in the previous period of the British Mandate and during the “state in-the-making,” 

some of them as early as the 1930’s. There was extensive photographic activity in 

Israel.8 Rothenberg belonged to what we now call the “canon” of Israeli photographers. 
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Within a group numbering about eighty, some twenty-five photographers stood out

who were working (and some still are) as a homogeneous group from a professional 

and cultural stand point, in spite of the difference of a decade or two in their ages.9 

Most of them were German born,10 rooted in that country’s technological and 

advertising culture that had developed between the two world wars; they were highly 

motivated towards professional and aesthetic excellence. 

Their professional ambitions were limited by the meager economic existence in 

Israel; yet they strongly identified with Zionist and national policies and felt obligated,

as part of an active intelligentsia, to work towards a “cultural affinity” with the land, a

cognizance and internalization of its landscapes. Photographed reportage appeared 

in the illustrated press sponsored by the “establishment’s” Davar and Be’Machaneh 

, and among them were those of Beno Rothenberg.11 So called “reality reporting” 

which would today be examined with a critical eye, was representative of an attempt 

to create an image of a situation or place in a positive and constructive light, in order 

to improve morale; this approach was not characteristic of a press that presented 

itself as “critical” and exposed faults in the bureaucratic and governmental system 

beginning in the late 1940’s, such as Ha’olam Hazeh. 

Immediately upon its introduction, the medium of photography was embraced, 

occupying an intermediary position between fine art and popular art. Similarly, the

press gained greater popularity when photography was added to the format – albeit 

with the limitations in print existing at the time – featuring images that were on the 

border between the “natural” and objective and “treated” iconic photos. Up until 1915, 

almost every large newspaper of widespread circulation had a weekly supplement of 

photographs. At the beginning, these were not news photos in the sense of conveying 

a story, due to censorship limitations during World War I, for instance, and because 

photographic technology did not enable taking pictures quickly; they were mainly 

photographs of staged scenes to illustrate news reports. Between the two world wars, 

a visual style of dynamic photojournalism developed, influenced by an atmosphere of

cultural modernization into which many deft photographers were integrated. 
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Well-developed photographic reportage with a wide circulation in the Hebrew 

language began appearing regularly, particularly after World War II. The content of 

these weeklies was mostly influenced by the British magazine Picture Post edited 

by Stephan Lorant. The magazine was characterized by a social sensitivity, political 

awareness and an endeavor to reveal and reform social injustices and inequalities. 

Even prior to that, as editor of the German magazine Munchner Illustrierte Presse 

(1926), Lorant organized and designed that magazine as one of the world’s first

modern picture publications. Modernized photo journalism began its development 

primarily in Germany and central Europe and later moved overseas. There were 

strong similarities between the European illustrated press and that of America. 

The press photographer, taking pictures with a rapid-shooting portable camera, 

told the story: well versed in human behavior, intuitive and able to anticipate 

events, hunting “the decisive moment,” he turned it into a distinctive style of 

photojournalism. Alongside this genre of photography of “the decisive moment,” 

a photographic approach developed that demanded social involvement – “the 

concerned photographer.”12 Of course, we must mention the powerful influence of the

illustrated magazine Life that sent photographers all over the world in order to bring 

back the human story and to be there at “the decisive moment.” Many photographers 

became “concerned photographers” and were often rewarded with significant

financial prizes.13 Society has always appreciated courageous photographers who 

manage to capture dramatic stories with a moral focus that are documentary and 

yet well designed.

The concept of “documentary” is an essential characteristic of a photograph; 

however, as more photographers found ways of self-expression, the term began 

to relate to photos that were taken from a particular humanistic point of view. In 

a broader sense, every photograph is documentary: it witnesses an event, proving 

that it actually occurred. Usually a photo is considered documentary when the event 

takes place in front of the camera and is minimally influenced by the photographer’s

presence. But the idea of “documentary intent” is always theoretical in the sense 
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that “intent” determines the chosen image. The picture contains “documentary  

intent” as opposed to “aesthetic intent,” the latter of which is merely a treatment of 

visual content easily identified. A “documentary photo” in an historical, artistic sense

evolved into a photographic genre that took a critical social stand. Photographs of 

human pursuits and situations that affected the human condition obtained significance

in the first half of the 20th century, when they gained public exposure. American 

documentary photography developed under the influence of photographers such as

Jacob Riis and Lewis Hine at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century,  

and through members of the American Farm Security Administration (FSA). 

Documentary photography was aimed at the wider public in the 1930’s through 

periodical magazines. The format of a pictorial story, adjacent to the text, developed 

into a sophisticated presentation. Many photographers, who were previously 

interested only in the formal values of the medium, began showing interest in social 

relationships and in photographing human problems; thus, they created humanistic, 

documentary photography. Their aspirations to exhibit their work in an artistic 

context caused museums and galleries to take notice.

Beno Rothenberg’s work may be discussed within the framework of these two 

approaches: photographs with a documentary purpose and those with an artistic, 

social and critical dimension. This invokes a dual view of the documentary and the 

press photographer who has more than a single-minded regard for the subject  

of his images. 

Beginning as a documentary photographer charged with recording the role of 

Zionism, Rothenberg also gave critical thought to its injustices; his work eventually 

led to outsiders – the Arab, the new immigrant, the marginal settlers. He was a 

documentary photographer who was “concerned.” 

“Rothenberg’s broad range of interests, his many years of expression through 

words and pictures in various disciplines – all this leads to the revelation of his 

underlying viewpoint, all of which had seemed to be familiar … To Rothenberg, more 

than to artists who appear to be, (according to our opinion or their assertions), ‘naïve’ 
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or ‘pragmatic,’ - we are entitled to raise the bar and propose a difficult question: as

a sensible artist, a philosopher and metaphysicist whose state of mind and world-

view are at the foundation of his art, what moral determination is expressed here? 

On the one hand, there is the Rothenberg whose photography is less than a noble 

practice, a “backyard” pursuit. On the other hand, there is the other Rothenberg 

whose images reflect the nation’s greatness, one who left his mark on the publication

of national albums during the first twenty years of the State of Israel – which of these

aspects is the determining influence? Which should we believe? It seems that both

models of expression, both basic formations of perception, have existed together for  

a long time…”14 (Fig. 1). 

WARTIME PHOTOGRAPHY

The most significant variable characteristic of wartime photography is the timing;

the story is created within the scope of a symbolic situation - the battlefield, the

town, the village – at a certain critical moment from the vantage point of a certain 

spot. War stories take place in a combat area where one's destiny is determined; an 

area that fosters brotherhood; where political changes occur that are precisely and 

meaningfully timed.

Jewish photography from the early 1920's through 1948 centered exclusively 

around the Jewish outlook aimed at fostering a national identity and enlisting 

contributions from world Jewry for the Zionist movement in Eretz Israel.15 The 

Arab landscape and the humanity populating it were removed from the variety of 

presentations and advertisements that appeared in 1948-1949; up until the signing 

of disarmament agreements with the Arab states, photographs relating to Jewish-

Arab relations in the country were presented in the context of an armed struggle 

during the Independence War. Press photographers who moved around during the 

war, particularly in Jerusalem and Tel Aviv (including Robert Capa who enjoyed an 

international reputation as a war photographer and brought pictures from Israel 

to the whole world),16 and photographers who served in the unit responsible for 

1 æ On board the ship “Atzma’ut,” February 1949
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mapping and photographing and were in the combat area, developed a symbolic 

order for the photos taken of the area. This Jewish iconographical outlook grew out 

of a universal iconography; other than images of anonymous soldiers, it included 

sharp visual representations of interactions between men, places and time. A study 

of the photographic inventory in comparison with the military historiography of the 

war shows that there are photos from every combat area: from the north, the center, 

the south; from the large cities and from the Burma Road that became a symbol 

of Jewish resourcefulness during the war.

Military historiography claims that the armed struggle in 1948 was unavoidable.17 

The dialectical debate over the topic of Jewish-Arab relations in regard to shaping 

a territorial identity developed within Zionist and post-Zionist discourse. There are 

those who claim that if we examine the territorial influences and the ultimate spatial

consequences of the conflict, we will see that the Zionist and post-Zionist debates

compliment one another, and for the most part are not contradictory.18 As a result of 

the war, the concept of settlement and the political-cultural landscape of the country 

were changed. The Jewish perspective dominated. Most of the Arabs within the 

boundaries of Israeli territory left their homes and became refugees. Zionist discourse 

that saw “nation building” and “land redemption” as constructive concepts from a 

Jewish historical point of view looked upon the Arab as the “other,” the backward 

and aggressive enemy who objected to the legitimate renascent nationhood of the 

Jews in their homeland. Post-Zionist dialect sees the idea of “liberation” and “nation 

building” as a manipulative and aggressive system that destroys human values. 

This debate centers around an understanding of the Arab “other” and examines the 

roots of the national conflict from the opposing side of the issue, to the point of

showing the Jew as the aggressor and the Arab as the victim.19 According to Zionist 

historians, most of those who left the country during the war did so of their own 

free will, following an explicit call from the leaders of Arab countries or out of fear of 

the advancement of Jewish forces. However, post-Zionist historians question this,20  

as well as claims regarding IDF’s battle morality; they contend that in many  
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instances the Jewish forces expelled the Arabs from their homes under threat. 

Rothenberg’s photographs facilitate a dialogue between these two positions. This 

tall and agile photographer, who easily blended into a military scene, found himself 

in various places in 1948, behind the lens of his camera, creating images from all 

forms of iconography that contemporary photography had originated: induction, 

Arab attacks, injury to civilians, fighting in trenches, exchange of prisoners, and

finally victory. He photographed in bombarded Tel Aviv and besieged Jerusalem, in

Sarafend and Jaffa, in Lod and Ramla, in Gush Etzion and Sha’ar Hagolan, in Tiberias 

and Tantura, in Nazareth and Beersheba, in Yad Mordechai, in Iraq-Suweidan, and on 

the shores of Tel Aviv during the attack on Altalena.

During an interview, Rothenberg talked about what he did in the 8th regiment: 

“I was attached to Itzhak Sade and the 8th regiment. I was in touch with him for 

many years. I was with him, we moved about, and when it was a bit quiet in the 

north, we took a jeep and I could photograph sites that no one else was able to reach. 

They didn’t allow anyone to get near. The army didn’t relate to the photographer 

until they established a photography department, and then everything changed…I 

photographed every place that I went, even when they expelled Arabs. I saw how they 

stole stores, grabbed fruit, everything they could find…I was free. I didn’t belong to

a group of journalists, to the people from the press office that were led from place

to place. For example, during the occupation of Beersheba, everybody photographed 

a certain spot there, some yard where there was nothing. The battle was on the 

other side where I was with the regiment. There were official tours…for instance, the

journalists went down to Eilat. On their way back, I met up with them. I had already 

been there and back and made a special supplement for Maariv on the conquest of 

Eilat. The old man (Itzhak Sade) and Yigal Alon would send a jeep to get me anytime 

something was happening. Everyone liked to be photographed. Everyone liked  

having a photographer who would photograph what was happening. I suspect they 

also wanted to be in the picture. The old man really liked photos, and that allowed me 

to take pictures that no one else got to or they arrived after everything was over.”21

“PHOTOGRAPHY HAS TAUGHT ME TWO THINGS“ ææ RUTH OREN
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In cinematic-like mass scenes, often melancholic, emotionally satiating, but also 

surprisingly well-designed in their photographic format, within a personal frame of 

reference22 close to the view of an ordinary man, from changing distances and angles, 

in keeping with the principle of seriality with which he worked, generally within 

dynamic conceptions, with a recurrent display of a space that possessed depth, aided 

by an airy perspective or a linear emphasis – in this way, Rothenberg photographed  

the interaction between man and space: the combatant, the prisoner with hands  

raised, the financial bargaining following battles, the excited or sullen crowds, men,

women and children with their belongings behind fences and mud barriers, sabra 

cactuses in the background - in all of these, the photographer’s intent, seen or unseen. 

This was done by relinquishing dominant aesthetic formations, such as the creative 

principle of light or critical graphic values that might steal the essence of the story. 

These formal elements would be seen in later works, in his landscape photographs. 

Occasionally, a seemingly oriental outlook reverberated in his photos, in a way 

that the West might observe the East, at a distance, from a posture of superiority.  

But we will not be able to view his documentary photographs of multitudes of Arabs 

gathered outside their dwellings, surrendering with arms raised, on the move,  

leery of or admiring the exotic “other,” except as a silent testimony to the human 

condition – theirs and ours. 

Although the war as it was presented was taking place “somewhere,” and in spite 

of the fact that the scenes are similar to battle scenes in other places, identification

of some details in the landscape and the descriptive captions next to the photographs 

confined the war scene to Israel and turned it into a central and traumatic part of

the process to gain Israeli sovereignty. Rothenberg’s images can also be called 

expressions of victory and a challenge of a conscience to the act of expulsion, if,  

in fact, it occurred. 

The Arabs left behind a large number of villages. Most of the deserted villages 

were destroyed in order to prevent a return of the inhabitants; the act was also 

meant to allow for the construction of a modern foundation for the projected 
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Jewish settlement and to solve the problem of settling tens of thousands of new 

immigrants.23 Abandoned Arab urban settlements in the center and periphery were 

populated with Jewish immigrants of the working class. Many places, including 

villages, were settled by immigrants, or the ruins were left in place. The relatively 

small number of photographs of Arab scenes that were published in albums and the 

illustrated press between 1949 – 1967, deal with the settlement of abandoned Arab 

villages by the Jewish population, and with the granting of technological – agricultural 

aid to the remaining Arabs in the country, as well as allowing them freedom of 

worship. Rothenberg added to this limited repertoire with his book Land of Israel,  

in the frame of a cultural co-existence, including landscape photos from ancient  

cities that were intermingled, where a potential for tourism existed: Arab women in Acre, 

mosques and courtyards in Jaffa and Arab images of stone pathways in Pekiyin (Fig. 2). 

PHOTOS CAPTURING ALIYAH

Sociological research dealing with the question of the dynamic demographic and 

social structures of the population and state between the years 1945 – 1965, and more 

recent publications addressing the demographic-social condition of Israeli society,24 

very often present a picture of a complex and pluralistic human existence, at times 

even traumatic, resulting from demographic growth and changes. The demographic 

growth was mostly the result of waves of immigration from the Diaspora; they required 

dramatic demographic changes that were at the base of the historical, social and 

cultural changes that the country experienced. With the declaration of statehood, 

the gates were opened to tens of thousands of Holocaust survivors and to every Jew 

whoever he may be. From May of 1948 until the end of 1954, the Jewish population 

of Israel doubled.25

The beginning of the demographic changes was presented in photographs of the 

masses arriving at the Haifa port. Rothenberg, as well as many other photographers, 

awaited their arrival in strategic positions, where the port could be seen as a site 

of a mass welcome and celebration. The decks of ships, laden with immigrants and 

2 æ Evacuating inhabitants of the village of ‘Iraq  

el-Manshiyeh, 1948
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deportees from Cyprus, became “Israeli territory“ in which icons were created of 

masses of people merging with the smokestacks and with the details inherent in a 

silhouette of a ship. The image of ship decks in a sense marked the beginning of a 

“new world,“ similar to the photos that can be found in the reservoir of images from 

the immigration to America at the end of the 19th and beginning of the 20th century 

that symbolized the passage of millions of people from the “old world” to the “new 

world,” with all of their expectations and fears. The voyage to Eretz Israel was part 

of a “rite of initiation” towards membership in a community that watchfully awaited 

them in the Haifa port. 

At the beginning of mass immigration, the proportion of immigrants to every 

thousand members of the population was greater than that of those arriving 

at the peak of immigration in countries such as the United States, Canada and 

Argentina.26 Whole communities were brought on aliyah in concerted operations, 

at first according to the immediacy of their distress: the deportees from camps in

Cyprus, displaced persons from European camps, the Jews of Bulgaria, Yemen, Libya, 

Iraq, and intermittingly – the Jews of Poland, Romania, Morocco and immigrants 

from developed countries. Immigrant absorption meant not only a concern for 

their housing, but a policy that included economic, social and cultural concerns and  

created encounters between new immigrants and veteran settlers. The aim was to 

create a melting pot, a homogenous society in relation to its social-cultural fabric; 

this would be accomplished by educating new immigrants, endowing them with the 

language and providing them with cultural and political information, in addition 

to imbuing them with the values of the veteran population. However, according to 

researchers, the meeting between the old-timers and the new immigrants created 

considerable antagonism. The immigrant population had, for many years, experienced 

hardships: inequalities of income, property, profession, education, cultural assets 

and political power. The antagonism and deprivation were based mostly on a 

geographical separation and a social-cultural isolation.  

Among several formats of absorption – immigrant camps and deserted Arab villages, 
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transit camps (ma’abarot), rural settlements, planned housing – the transit camps 

were a fascinating subject from a visual point of view, especially for photographers 

that were looking to photograph currents of human change in the framework of 

“documental” or “humanistic” photography. The camps represented both more intense 

suffering and greater possibilities of achieving a “photogenic,” dramatic picture. The 

majority of these photographs was not shown in the press at the time, or in books, but 

mostly utilized by the Jewish Agency and the foundation fund (“Keren Hayessod”) 

for their appeals for money; they needed the photos urgently and ordered them 

from the working photographers. The vista of immigrant absorption - of hundreds  

of thousands of people - was homogenous and unvarying for the most part, but it 

was in essence a scene of pronounced hardship, uncertainty and incongruence 

between space and the individual. This landscape easily provided ethnographic, 

symbolic and iconographic photographs. The public and private photographic 

archives of most of the photographers of the time contained a great many images  

of immigrant absorption settings, but their public exposure over the course  

of time was limited. Nevertheless, our collective memory is more often burdened 

by visions of the transit camps due to the iconic forcefulness of a few photographs, 

and also because they were more frequently shown in the 1960’s and continue to be 

shown today, over and over again.27

Among the space photographs, a few demonstrate the formation of the camp, 

its merging with the scenery, its organizational rationale – row after row of tents, 

canvas or tin huts, and next to them the human suffering, physical and spiritual. 

Many photographs display the hardships through scenes of rain, mud and snow that 

created a bothersome climatic backdrop or through the images of barefoot children 

dressed in tattered clothes, cared for by their little brothers and sisters, and through 

the work of absorption, mostly in the areas of teaching and education. 

The refugee experience crosses physical, political and ethnic boundaries – as a 

“mark” it is bound by the shifting images of those who bear the “mark”; this means 

that from a visual standpoint (as well as from many others) there was no way of 
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fundamentally differentiating between Jews and other refugees in photographs.28 

The types of belongings, the loaded vehicles, people on the move, temporary camps, 

infants carried in the arms of their parents, crying children, articles of torn clothing 

– all these, even without a known frame of reference, could represent the universality 

of the refugee problem. The refugee is a victim and anti-hero, but such depictions 

would not fit in with the Zionist ethos. The Jews making aliyah to Eretz Israel were

heros, immigrants, representatives of the demographic-cultural changes that took 

place in the country. Beno Rothenberg’s outlook tried to uplift them, while justifying 

and accusing the institutions of absorption at the same time. He came to the transit 

camps and caught the immigrants of different ethnic groups in the eye of his camera 

- out of curiosity, compassion, identification and respect. “Immigration began and I

loved being a photographer at that time. I loved meeting with human destiny. I visited 

the transit camps; it was important. It wasn’t easy for a thinking man…”29 (Fig. 3). 

A HOMELAND PHOTOGRAPHER

In addition to the illustrated press, photography books were the principle stage for  

the publication of period photographs. The books often functioned as implicit, 

unified and coherent creations that produced an image of a place beyond the single

photograph. In this context of a photograph and self-editorship of a photography 

book, the term “auteur” comes to mind, author-creator on whom is bestowed lofty 

cultural attributes. Yeshayahu Nir in an article related to the photography book 

produced by Micha Bar-Am, expressed words that could have been written about 

any similar photography book by an “auteur”: “A photography book is a medium 

found on the ‘media map,’ somewhere between a newspaper and a museum, 

between communication and literature and art. In a book, the photographer controls 

the editing and uses it to create a visual text, a work of art built almost entirely  

from photographs. The visual editing of a photography book is a creative endeavor 

in itself, of “innovative writing,” of creating a story or an essay. The photographer 

rises to the position of auteur, even if he does not write a single word…the book  

3 æ In the immigrants’ camp in Ras el-Ein (later to 

become Rosh Ha’ayin), winter 1950
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is a complete work of art, new, complex, possessing its own connotation.”30

Laam (ÌÚÏ) Publications first published the album Israel Reborn (1949) and 

later several ornate albums: Herzl Seer of the State, The Children of Israel, A Tour 

through Israel, Haim Weizmann, Israel Holidays and subsequent editions of Israel 

Reborn (1951).31 The latter was edited by Beno Rothenberg and Yeshayahu Klinov. 

Press photographers of the period took part in the others. The albums, with imitation 

leather binding and metallic leaf inlay in the center, had accompanying texts in three 

languages (English, Hebrew, French) and sold thousands of copies. In addition to 

landscape photos, there were images of varied subjects: portraits, political events, 

gatherings. The main purpose of this series of albums was to present cultural-

nationalistic information.

In 1953, Rothenberg published his book Off the Beaten Track through a small  

private publishing firm Matzpen; the book focused on his views that would become 

sharper and more entrenched over the coming years, leading up to the more  

significant publication of his book, Land of Israel, visually edited with associative 

contrasts, revealing an internalized, poetic view of a photographer’s observations. 

Yossi Nahmias32 studied the visual and textual aspects of the book and saw an 

opportunity to compare the ways in which its outlook and significance resembled

those expressed in one of the first photography albums published in Israel

that centered around the personal-poetic views of the photographer. With the  

exception of four or five photographs (among the seventy-four in the book), the

photography is not meant to compliment, glorify, praise or commend, but also not to 

judge, negate or denounce the images. They depict desolation and neglect, conditions 

of despair, fatigue and weariness, alongside hope, dedication, hard work and  

everything between: respite, leisure, some humor – moments of relaxation: “…it was 

Robert Frank who years later would accompany the well-known book of photography 

The Americans (the English edition was published in 1958) with poetic texts by 

Jack Kerouac. In this modest book of Rothenberg ( that would sell fewer copies), he  

suggests, in the words of the Israeli poet Amir Gilboa, looking at the names of 
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those who are seeking to fill ‘the world’ with meaning, to bestow it with a collective

identity…In the pages immediately following, a short text by the photographer appears 

together with a photograph of ‘the Judean desert at the source of a small stream.’ It 

is an image that could be compared with the well-known painting of Friedrich Caspar 

David, except that the shades and morphology of the photographic view are softer. 

They are more ‘a subdued elevated landscape’ and less ‘romantically sublime.’ Yet, 

the similarity remains in its basic iconographic theme, the loneness of the image 

(depicted from the back), a singular hint of the presence of a man facing nature…”33

In the introduction to Land of Israel, Rothenberg formulates a poetic expression of 

the power of a landscape photograph and the sentimental force invoked while viewing 

activities such as hiking with confidence - to reinforce the intimate connection, but

also out of a need for historical continuity - towards a place, a land. Through hiking, 

visualized in the motif of symbolic boots – nail-studded and dusty - which appear more 

than once in the photos, and by observing and immortalizing the images, Rothenberg, 

the author and editor, joins those working to foster a national identity. Portrait of 

a Homeland represents the best of Rothenberg’s iconic-thematic work, if judged in 

light of the cultural industry to produce a national identity, as well as by the universal 

and modern outlook, which would ultimately make possible a critical outlook and 

dismissal of post-Zionism. The album was published by Schocken,34 which correctly 

anticipated its commercial success, in two editions: in 1958 and 1962 (with additional 

photographs of “the genuine Solomon’s mines”). The book is based on 144 of 

Rothenberg’s photographs and edited by him. In this sense, it is a book of one creator, 

using landscape photographs to represent a country, with the intent of invoking 

an emotional bond with the land, emphasizing a connection beyond its historical 

and geographical context and, to a lesser extent, focusing on the achievements of 

individuals and the labors of the Zionist settlement.

The book’s layout resembles a somewhat symbolic geographical course,  

advancing along a marked path, as it were – a road from south to north or in the 

opposite direction (the texts are in two languages, Hebrew and English).
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As early as the 19th century, the desert and canyons, like primordial landscapes 

far from civilization, attracted many photographers. The strategic and ideological 

importance of the Negev to the Zionist movement made it a center of great interest, 

which can also be said of its visual potential. Rothenberg brought the desert at  

the height of its compelling force to photography, its varied sites traveled, familiar  

and photographed. In several colored images from Off the Beaten Track, we are 

struck by the desert’s greenery in wintertime as seen from the traveler’s viewpoint 

- the myriad shades of green - and the blue that is reflected in the springs when

the weather is cool, by the hues of the craters’ Nubian sandstone that seemingly 

marks the site and was chosen for representation in sculptures (for example, the 

Canaanite Nimrod by Danziger ), and by the texture and hues of the stones and corals 

in the bay of Eilat. The finest photography of the Negev and the south is shown in

graphic photos of black and white that are carefully studied as part of the history of 

photography: the Dead Sea and its silent purity, the lofty Masada with its historical-

mythical connotations which have been crystalized into an educational symbol of 

self-sacrifice for the sake of the nation, the path going down to the Zeelim stream

where travelers, not only soldiers, hike in single file, the Hever stream where people

risk their lives as they descend to it. Over and above the visual significance of these

sites is their cultural value, as alluded to in the explanatory texts accompanying the 

photographs. They link the present to the country’s past and the grandeur of its early 

history, from the days of the Canaanites and the First and Second Temples. The placid 

view of the Kinneret in his book Land of Israel would eventually lead to a simplicity, 

an aesthetic of light in a decidedly graphic format, a view beyond the oddities of 

nature or singular phenomena in the landscape of the lowlands (the caves of  

Beit Guvrin) – all of this led to photographs which would be visually linked to 

international photography.

The topographic closeups that Rothenberg brought to photography, especially 

those shot in the Negev, dry and cracked in their pronounced symbolic texture and 

internal illumination, tell the story, so to speak, of the revelation of man. Photos 
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of the desert were one of the innovations of landscape photography following the 

establishment of the state, made possible by the occupation of the Negev, the removal 

of the restraints on movement enforced by the British Mandate on the region, the 

lessening of dangers for the traveler, the opening of roads and highways and the 

development of Eilat. The Sinai war exposed photographers to the real desert –  

immense and intriguing, inviting a spirit of adventure and overcoming difficulties.

Going to the Sinai meant breaking through the restrictive borders of the state and 

the possibility of moving freely across them, while at the same time connecting with 

the nation’s cultural and spiritual roots. 

Desert photography of the Negev and the Sinai (1956-1957) was at first captured

from the viewpoint of yielding an experience and only later, in hindsight, the 

ideological shade was cast, connecting them to the Bible and ancient territorial roots. 

The aesthetic experience that the desert invoked in photographs, the intellectual and 

emotional bond with its dramatic nature, its seclusion and timelessness, preceded the 

political-geographical rationale behind the distribution of the desert photographs to 

various publications.

When asked to explain his attraction to the desert, the photographer answered: 

“First of all, the silence. Silence that can be heard. The color, the hues that change 

from hour to hour, everything is naked; you see everything. The dramatic forms of 

erosion. But above all, I think that what especially draws many people to the desert, 

even those who established our religions…is the direct contact with nature…I had 

a good relationship with Ben-Gurion. He believed that the Negev was the future of 

Israel. There was land; we would develop it, a new landscape, a new country, new 

nation. For him it was an empty terrain, a massive expanse…he didn't actually take a 

backpack and hike for a week in the desert. He had a different conception of it. For me 

it was an experience …I knew every plant there, every living thing, every fly. For many

years, I hiked in the desert, from the beginning. From the western wilderness, when 

I was in the Second World War…I had this desert illness, I always found an excuse to 

escape to the desert. In the desert you see everything.“35 (Fig. 4).

4 æ waiting for image
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A CONVERSATION WITH BENO ROTHENBERG: THE PHOTOGRAPHER, 

THE MAN, THE WORLD

While conversing with Beno Rothenberg, it is possible to draw additional insights as 

to his path in photography and the social-political-cultural point of view that forms 

the basis for his work.36

What was your perception in the books that you edited?

“In the book Israel Today and Yesterday, I wanted to explore a certain slice of life, also 

some of the problems, but from a Zionistic viewpoint. To try not to emphasize things 

that were not so comforting, that were there and will always be there. The question 

is how you view them. I saw how they treated immigrants. I hoped this would pass. 

They would learn and that's it. But I photographed their misery and published those 

photographs in the book Off the Beaten Track. You can't say that I edited them as 

some official publications. But I am sure that I acted under the influence of 'making

an effort to build a state,' with all that was happening, to stress the beautiful things. 

In archeology, the situation changed. When I was leading a dig and I had a problem 

somewhere, I photographed the problem. I gave a description next to the photograph 

in a book. This, no one else did. Later on, I showed broad landscapes in my books. 

I thought that the reader had to enter the region with his head and his eyes, and I 

created a book where the photographs were spread across two pages. And if a picture 

was also beautiful - it wasn't there for a rational reason but because of my sense of 

aesthetics. I very often see things that I think no one else sees.“

What was so special at the time about a photograph of the native landscape? Could 

you identify it as an Israeli photograph without the caption?

“I’m not quite so sure. A photographer sees things as he does, without an ideology. I 

see certain things that someone else doesn’t see. On the contrary, it’s very personal. 

A landscape is an experience. Everyone sees something different in the landscape. 

You see a formation. That’s personal. It’s not an ideology and you can’t learn it.” 

There are those that claim that photographs have ideologies.

“That’s true. If for instance, Zoltan Kluger37 would go to the valley, he would photograph 
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the farmers at work. I would look for a view that emphasizes the special character 

of the place. I wouldn’t be obligated to tell a story about the Zionistic outlook. It is 

very important to understand the intention of the photographer. For me, the camera 

was a notebook where I recorded things visually. I photographed images that were 

interesting from an aesthetic point of view.” 

What is the difference between an album designed for the local public and one 

directed towards a tourist, for instance?

“The difference is in the small details. If a flower or a bird is shown there, it doesn’t

interest a tourist. Tourists are interested in the broader picture. Your attitude towards 

the country is different than the one you offer to the tourist. Most of the albums 

that I browse through are actually intended to present the country to a stranger. 

The truth is, I wanted to include something of humanity, but Schocken, who was a 

very intelligent man, didn’t agree. He thought that it was another subject - it wasn’t 

a landscape of the country. I wanted to show the footprints of others, but images 

of people were not included. Each book reflects objective subjectivity. We observe

with two eyes. How do I know what is really there? I’ve been engaged in this for a 

generation and more. If I say that this is green, what do you see? We recreate images 

for ourselves.” 

How do you explain the popularity and commercial success of albums, photographic 

annals and your books?

“I think that people in the country actually lived Zionism. To be an Israeli was to  

be a Zionist. It was an experience. To this day, people have a concept of how things 

should be.”

What were your personal views?

“I'm a Zionist. I believe that the Israeli nation belongs here and enormous efforts 

should be made to bring Jews here, as many as possible. It's this nation's last chance. 

But not only that. I'm not in favor of blurring the evidence. True culture is created in 

tribes. The Jewish culture of today was created by ethnic groups, not acting as Jews 

but as people with common interests. It's a national tragedy that we are abolishing 
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ethnic groups…I became a Zionist from a very religious family. Eretz Israel was the 

starting point. Nobody thought it was a place to live a normal life. I became a Zionist 

by reading historical literature. I read a book by Dubnov,38 who wasn’t a Zionist, but 

from the facts in his book, I drew Zionist conclusions and joined a youth movement, 

an act that caused many problems at home. Later, everyone came to Eretz Israel. But 

that’s another story. My first guide was Yeshayahu Leibowitz.”

Did you remain somewhat religious?

“No. I suffered from being part of the religious world, and I didn’t understand 

what they were talking about. I had nothing in common with them. From a rational 

viewpoint, I knew nothing of a God as an old man with a beard, surrounded by angels 

standing and singing songs in His praises. I had a perception based more on Spinoza, 

of an extraordinary force or something like that. But when I matured and began to 

study science, I tried to understand the religious; I wanted to comprehend what a 

religious experience was, so I read a lot of religious literature; I read the Mainorides. 

But I didn’t have religious feelings. I felt close to the Renaissance concept of man as 

the center of the world.”

What was important in the 1950’s, not only in photography, but in a perception  

of the world?

“It makes a difference if you are asking about personal matters or in general. I was 

completely secluded from society, I was always at the university. I was living the 

problems that I was dealing with. I didn’t learn situations from a book, I lived them 

and looked for solutions in books. Very often, my problems were abstract, without 

humanistic significance, such as ‘a taste for life’ for instance, but something else

entirely. The way we perceive things, the relationship between our perception and 

the outside world, that is what I have earnestly dealt with for years. For that reason 

I didn’t relate to my studies as learning a profession, in order to make a living, but I 

studied because that is what I wanted to do. I was a strange bird in the university; That 

is why they helped me with scholarships, without my asking. They didn’t pressure me 

with exams. I was somewhat exceptional, because I didn’t study for exams. I never 
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thought that a man had to work to make a living. It never occurred to me to look for 

a job. So I imagine that it is the reason I made changes and moved easily from one 

profession to another.”

Can we say that a photographer observes through one eye?

“I had a very strange experience. I was on a dig in Iran as an expert in ancient 

metallurgy. One Sunday, the head of the dig and I went for a drive. On the way, in the 

direction of Afghanistan, there is a long, narrow canyon, and I say to him: ‘I hope you 

have a record of all of the pictures in the rock walls of this wadi.’ He said, ‘What are 

you talking about? What walls? What pictures? ‘ I asked him to stop, got out, took 

some of the dust and put it in my hat (the pictures are carved in the rock and fill with

dust). Suddenly, images emerged. I saw the site from far, far away. Another time, I saw 

a rock in a strange position, and it was an archeological site.

Is it possible to consider art as an expression with “intent.” There is a difference 

between documentary intent and the intention of expressing oneself. But defining

photography as an art is complicated. We don’t have to view your desert photographs 

as art. We can call them archeology or Zionism. But if you simply went hiking and 

saw what you saw in the desert, perhaps that would be art?

“It is the nature of man to create. He is creating all of the time: with the aid of his 

tools – with his eyes, his feelings, he creates his own world, whether he wants to or 

not. I think that man is a creative creature. The question is, if within the impulse to 

create, do you do things for others, or are you satisfied to create for your own world?

The difference is not so great, only if you externalize your creativity. Every action a 

man takes has an element of creativity. If you turn it into an intentional activity, you 

create images, you decide that you want to paint, it is only a matter of degree, not a 

substantial difference. It is similar in photography. I see images all of the time but I 

don’t photograph them. But I see them. Some photographs are art, if we define art as

an intentional expression of the creative person, in order to produce an object that 

provides him with self-expression. It is important, just as in writing, to define your

terms, otherwise it is just palaver.” 
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Perhaps, in order to be a photographer, you have to be an outsider. Maybe it  

suits someone who remains aloof? Or the exact opposite, it is a way for people  

to connect?

“You can’t just be an outsider; you must stand aside. A photographer is not only one 

thing; there are many types who are photographers.”

Perhaps the similarity between them is greater than the difference?

“The similarity is that they always stand opposite, in a visual sense. You stop at the 

visual space and don’t enter into the subject. You’re not part of the picture. You 

can’t be a part of the picture. When you remain within the visual boundaries, you 

observe. You don’t make judgments, good or bad. That is why I get angry at people 

who judge photographers. For instance, they were angry with the photographer 

who photographed a soldier hitting an Arab. It was all unintentional. The press 

photographer doesn’t stand in judgment, he observes. What the editorial board does 

with the photograph afterwards is another story. Halting short of a visual observation 

is what characterizes a photographer.”

“Photography has taught me two things: to see – I was born with two eyes. 

Nevertheless, before I took up photography, first as a hobby, later, professionally, I

didn’t see the little things which make up all that is important in life. It was only when 

I had to pay attention to the minor details… that I really began to see them… ; to 

tolerate – Photography has taught me that freedom means freedom to one’s own way 

of life, tolerance, patience and a smile”.39
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